Parents,

In your child’s packet today- please find 2 weeks of work for April 20-24 and for April 27- May 1st.

We will begin using our Jesus Time religion books again, so please look for directions at the beginning of the packet. Devotions are at the beginning of the packets. Please listen to the Chapel message on Wednesday’s that Mr. Urban provides!

Journal Pages- Please do 2 journal pages a week. You may choose which days you would like to do journal. Use the following prompts for each week. Remember neat handwriting, capital letters and end mark!

Week of April 20th- I would plant ________________ in my garden.
The caterpillars are looking ________________.

Week of April 27th- The caterpillars have now ________________.
My favorite bug is ________________

This is a list of our lesson plans for the next 2 weeks.

Monday, April 20th-Read “Eight Is the Best Number” 2 times
Pat the Cat -at word family
Read and Dot the -in family words
The Sun
Addition to 10
Drops in the Bucket Lesson 1
Numbers 1-30 Before and After
Handwriting “I” pgs. 55-56

Tuesday, April 21st Read-Dick and Jane- Any stories 10 minutes of reading
I Can Read Simple Sentences -ap family
How Many More to Make 10
My Dog
Sound it Out!
Drops in the Bucket Lesson 2
Number Sets 21-30 Tens and Ones
Handwriting- “U” pgs 57-58
Wed., April 22  
AR reading- Test if possible  
Phonics Reading comprehension "A Bad Cold"  
CVC Word Search  
Subtraction to 10  
Number Sense up to 20  
Drops in the Bucket Lesson 3  
Number sets 21-30- More Tens and ones  
Let's Find Out- Would You Munch a Plant for Lunch?

Thurs. April 23rd  
Reread any of the Decodeable Readers like "Look Who Can Cook" or "Three Rich Sheep"  
I Can Read Simple Stories- "The Bug"  
The Wet Dog  
Subtraction to 10  
CVC Word Search  
Drops in the Bucket  
Addition 0-10 School Supplies  
Handwriting- W Pgs. 59, 60

Fri. April 24th  
I Can Read Simple Stories "The Cod"  
Color by Sight Word  
Subtract from 10  
Two Men  
Drops in the Bucket Lesson 5  
Addition 0-10 Fishing Fun  
Handwriting “y” pgs 61, 62

Mon. April 27th  
Read New Fluency Reader # 15 (Titles Vary for each child)  
Read and Sequence - "Who is on the Log?"  
Telling Time: Cut and Paste to Match  
I Can Read Simple Stories -“A Big Rug”  
Find and Record CVC Words (short a)  
Drops in the Bucket Lesson 6  
Addition 0-12 Domino Dot Addition  
Handwriting “J” pgs 63, 64
Tues. April 28th  
Read Dick and Jane for 10 minutes
In Spring - Writing
Color the Shapes
Read and Make Simple Sentences -ad family
Find and Record CVC Words (short e words)
Drops in the Bucket lesson 7
Addition 0-12 Hanging Out
Handwriting “r” pgs 65, 66

Wed. April 29th  
Read -AR book-Test if possible
Plants need- Writing
Hunting for Shapes: Hexagons
I Can Read Simple Stories-Bob the Cop
Find and Record CVC Words (short I words)
Drops in the Bucket-Lesson 8
Add the Beans-Addition 0-15 -Challenge page-work with child
Let’s Find Out-Don’t Be a Litterbug!

Thurs. April 30th  
Reread colored Fluency Reader #15
My favorite baby animal -Writing
Subtraction to 10
Fluency: Roll and Read -in family
Sound it Out --the -ed family
Drops in the bucket Lesson 9
Subtraction 0-5 Bouncing Back- New concept please help child
Handwriting- "n" pg. 67, 68

Fri. May 1st  
When I exercise ----Writing
Addition up to 10
A Butterfly----Writing
Numbers 11-20
Drops in the Bucket lesson 10
Subtraction 0-10 Subtraction Rainbow
Handwriting- “m” pg 69-70

In Christ,
Mrs. Voelker
Mrs. Bliss